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Heasurement of the properties of materials as a function of pressure (P) 
provides an additional dimension for comparison with models and theoretical 
calculations. It also provides a relatively sound basis for establishing 
correlations becween different properties. For example, if one looks for 
correlations between superconductivity and magnetic properties by studying 
series of different compounds or alloys, one is forced to resort to compari
sons that are complicated, to a very substantial degree, by chemical and 
structural differences. If instead one studies the pressure dependence of 
the properties of a single material, only one relatively simple parameter, 
the volume (V), is changed. Measurement of the pressure dependence of the 
properties of heavy-femUon compounds (HFC) is particularly fruitful because 
the 4f and Sf electrons. which play the central role in the phenomenon, are 
extremely sensitive to pressure, and large effects are observed at modest 
pressures. Although the electrical resistivity (p) and the magnetic 
susceptibility (X) of a number of HFC have been measured as a function of 
pressure, it is only recently that data for the specific heat (C) have become 
available for non-zero pressure. We describe here measurements of C(P) to 
P, 9 kbar for CeA13 [1), CeCu6 [2), UBe13 [3]. and UPt3 [4]. Independent 
measurements of C(P) to P, 6 kbar have been reported for CeCu2Si2 [5]. 

All HFC have high values of CIT for T<10K. but the details of the temper
ature dependence of CIT vary significantly. Figure 1 shows the qualitative
ly different types of behavior that have been observed at zero pressure for 
the normal state of HFC that do not order magnetically. Also represented for 
comparison are ~ata for a-Ce. for which y, the value of CIT at T-o. is "high" 
(0.012 J/mole K ) relative to those for ordinary metals. CeA13 is the proto
typical example of an HFC that does not undergo a transition to an ordered 
state -- neither superconductivity nor ma~netic ordering are observed above 
20mK [6). Above 0.5K its properties, including the specific heat, are 
similar to those of a dilute (single-ion) Kondo system. Near O.SK there is 
a conspicuous ~aximum in C/!, and 1n the low-temperature limit, CIT - 1.20 + 
1.96T J/mole K [1). The maximum in e/! has been associated with the devel
opment of coherence in a Kondo lattice [7). There may also be a maximum in 
CIT for CeCu2S12 but in that case the analysis of the experimental data is 
complicated by occurrence of superconductivity, by a strong field dependence 



of the normal state specific heat, and by sample-to-sample variations in the 2 
properties [7,8]. 

Another HFC that shows neither superconductivity nor magnetic ordering 
to the lowest temperatures of investigation is CeCu6. In th~t case, the low
temperature limiting behavior is CIT - 1.67 - 0.67T J/mole K , and there is 
no maximum in CIT above 60 mK [9]. (A maximum in CIT near O.3K has been 
reported [10], but its existence is also inconsistent with other data [11]). 
With respect to the absence of a maximum in CIT, both UBe13 [12] and CeRu2SiZ 
[11.13] seem to be similar to CeCu6. and this may be the more usual behavior 
for the normal state of an HFC that does not order magnetically. 

UBe13 undergoes a transition to the superconducting state near 0.9K, but 
the curve in Fig. 1 represents the normal-state specific heat (Cn). The 
dashed part of the curve is an extrapolation of Cn data to T-O, Cn - 1.31T -
1.58T2 + 1.44T3 J-/mole K, that is consistent with the temperature dependence 
of Co between 0.5 and 1K, and also with the entropy calculated from data for 
the superconducting-state specific heat (Cs )' which extend to lower tempera
tures [12). Other similar results have also been reported (14,15). The pos
sibility of a maximum in ColT is not ruled out, but it seems unlikely. 

As Fig. 1 makes clear, the specific heat of UPt3 shows still another 
qualitaeively different ty~e of behavior. There ~s a shallow minimum in CnlT 
in the vicinity of 10Ko At lower temperatures there is an increase in CnlT 
(which is barely perceptible in Fig. 1) and a gradual approach to a ~onstant 
va2ue in the T-o limit. In the low temperature region, CIT III Y .., oT InT + 
&T [16,17,41. A CIT of that form was originally predicted for ferromagnetic 
spin fluctuations [18,19]. It is now believed to arise more generally within 
Fermi-liquid theory. but there are only a very few systems in which it has 
been observed experimentally. UPt3 is unique among HFC. unique among super
conductors of all kinds, and very unusual among metals 1n general in exhibit
ing a specific heat of this form. It is now fairly generally believed that 
there are two characteristic energy scales, and two corresponding temperature 
scales that are important in understanding HFC behavior. One temperature 
scale, represented by TK. is determined by the Kondo-like interactions of the 4, and Sf electrons with the conduction band; the other. corresponding to an 
energy that is one to two orders of magnitude smaller, and represented by T*. 
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Fig. 1. The specific heats of four HFC, and for comparison that of a-Ce, as 

CIT VSo log T. For UPt3 and U5e13, it is Cn that is represented. 
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is detemined by the interactions between the f electrons, and is related to 
the development of coherence for the Kondo lattice. The transition from one 
regime to the other is marked, for example, by a maximum in p, which occurs 
at a temperature TM. For most HFC TM is of the order of a few tens of K 
or less, but for UPt3 it is above room temperature [20]. Thus, it seems 
probable that the difference between UPt3 and the other HFC for which CIT 
is displayed in Fig. 1 reflects differences in the values of T* and TK, and 
the fact that, in contrast with the others, data for UPt3 are well within the 
region in which CIT is dominated by the int~rsite interactions. From this 
point of view, it seems possible that the ~lnT terms observed in UPt) exist 
in the other HFC as well, but would be observed only at temperatures below 
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those to which measurements have been made to date. 

The experimental data for C(P) for CeAl), CeCU6. UBel) and UPt) are 
shown in Figs. 2-5, respectively. To show more clearly the relations between 
the data at different pressures 1n the 2-20K region. smoothed representations 
of [C(P)-C(O»)/T are plotted in Figs. 6-9. The error bars represent the 
indicated percentage of the total measured heat capac1ty (1.e •• including 
that of the pressure cell)o In most cases the precision of the measurements 
is such that the uncertainty in the heat capacity of the sample is of the 
order of 0.1% of the total. For CeAl3 the uncertainty is about 0.5%, and 
above 15K. not much more than the si~n of {ae/ap)T is determined. For dis
cussion of the pressure or volume dependence of a property X, it is 
convenient to introduce the Gruneisen parameter defined as rX = -(alnX/alnV)T 
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• ~-I(alnX/ap)T where ~ is the compressibility. Smoothed values of rC are 
given in Tables 1-4. 

As noted above. the temperature dependence of the specific heat of UPt3 
is qualitatively different from those of CeA13. CeCu6 and UBe13. Figs. 2~S 
and particularly Figs. 6-9 show that the pressure dependences are also very 
different. For CeA13. CeCU6 and UBe13. there is a low temperature region in 
which (aC/ap)T is predominantly negative. an intermediate temperature region 
in which it is positive. and a higher temperature region in which it is 
negative again. The changes in si~n depend on pressure as well as tempera
ture. but they occur. very approximately. at 3 and 17K for CeA13. at 2 and 
10K for CeCu6. and at 3 and 10K for UBe13. For UPt3. in contrast. (ac/ap)T 
is negative. except for P , 4-9 kbar and T ,12K where it is approximately 
z·ero. This difference between UPt3 and the others is probably also asso-
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cia ted with a difference 1n relative importance of the interactions repre
sented by T* and TK 1n the temperature region of the measurementso There 
is substantial non-linearity in the pressure dependence of C for all four 
materials, but it is particularly extreme for CeAl3 for which [C/T]0.4K-l.79 
- 0.85 pI 6 (P in kbar and C in J/mole K~) for the non-zero pressures at 
which C was measured [1]. (There must be deviations from that relation near 
zero pressure [1].) The deviations from linearity are apparent 1n Figs. 2-9 
and Tables 1-4. 

The pressure dependence of C is related to the temperature dependence of 
the thyrmal expansion (a) by the thermodynamic expression (3a/3T)p E 

-(VT)- (3C/3P)T. Experimental values of a are available for both CeA1 3 [6,25] 
and UPt3 [26], at zero pressure, and can be compared with (3C/3P)T in the 
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Table 4. r c for UPt3 (hexagonal), based on Ie 
r~1 

- 0.48 x 1O-3 kbar -1 ( 24). 

T(K) Oa 2 5 10 15 20 
,) P(kbar) 

0 -59 -62 -64 -69 -75 -82 -140 
1 -58 -58 -57 -54 -49 -73 -127 
3 -56 -53 -48 -40 -24 -46 -95 
5 -56 -53 -47 -36 -9 -14 -58 
7 -57 -55 -50 -36 -2 -3 -32 
9 -58 -57 -55 -36 0 0 -19 

a Values of fC at T-o are from extrapolated en' 



same limit. For CeAl3. the measured values of a are in reasonable agreement 
with (ac/ap)T above lK. but there is a conspicuous discrepancy at lower temp
eratures where (aa/aT)p becomes negative (again) but there is no indication 
of the corresponding change to positive values of (ac/ap)T' The resolution 
of the discrepancy may lie in a further change in sign of (ac/ap)T, either at 
lower temperatures or at lower, but still non-zero, pressures than 
those at which C has been measured [1]. For UPt3, the C and a data are 
consistent to within the probable experimental errors [4,27,28]. 

The C(P) data can be compared with p(P1 by use of the empirical rule 
that y 1s approximately proportional to TM- [29]. For CeA13 • TM (16 kbar)/ 
TH(O) • 2 [6] and, by extrapolation, y(0)/y(16 kbar) • 2.3 L1). For CeCu6 
y(0)/y(9 kbar) • 2.0 [2] and TM(9 kbar)/TH(O) • 2.2 [30]. For UBe13 the com
parison is less clear both because measurements under pressure and in mag
netic field, necessary to determine cn(P), have not been made, and because of 
the uncertainty in the extrapolation of Cn/T to T-O. Nevertheless, at least 
the qualitative applicability of the correlation is obvious: TM(9 kbar)/ 
TH(O) • 1.8 [31); [Cn(0)/Cn(9 kbar»)lK ' 1.5 and, if one makes a rough ex
trapolation of Cn(9 kbar)/T to T-O from T)lK and accepts the value of yeO) 
reported above, y(0)1y(9 kbar) • 2.0. [3]. Presumably both TH and y depend in 
a complicated way on the interplay betwe~r the interactions related to T* and 
TK• and the correlation between y and·TM seems to point to the existence 
of some kind of scaling relation that involves both of these characteristic 
temperatures. 

From the pressure dependence of the ~lnT and T3 terms in the specific 
heat of UPt3. one can derive the pressure dependence of the associated 
characteristic temperature. Application of expressions derived for spin 
fluctuations [18,19] gives·a spin fluctuation temperature (Tsf) and a Fermi 
temperature (TF) that vary from Tsf • 6.4K and IF • 154K at paO to Tsf • 
8801K and TF • 196K at 8.9 kbar [4J. That analysis suggests that ~he pressure 
dependence of the band structure is more important than that of the Stoner 
enhancement in "determining the macroscopic properties. Another interpretation 
of the same data within the framework of Fermi-liquid theory has led to 
similar conclusions [27]. The data have also been compared with the pressure 
dependence of p and X to demonstrate consistency with a Kondo lattice model, 
rather than ferromagnetic spin fluctuations [32]. 
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The pressure dependence of C has also been measured for CeCu2Si2 [5] 
and r1 '-70. similar to the values for the ewo U-based superconductors. 
ry'-60 for UBe13 and ry - -57 for UPt3. One might think of looking for 
correlations between ry and rTc (where Tc is the critical temperature for 
superconductivity) and a comparison with BCS superconductors for clues to 
the origin of superconductivity. Such a comparison has been made for UPt3 
[4] on the basis of spin fluctuation theory. but there is now· some reason to 
question the applicability of that theory. The values of r Tc for the three 
heavy-fermion superconductors are not very similar: r Tc ' 7 for CeCu2Si2 
[5]. ' -76 for UPt3 [4] and' -48 for UBe13 [3]. 

There are interesting qualitative similarities between the effects of 
magnetic field (H) and P on C for both CeAl3 and CeCU6. The effect of H on 
CIT is shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for CeAl3 [33] and CeCu6 [9]. for comparison 
with the P dependences shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For CeCu6. the effect of a 5T 
field along [001] (the direction of strong H dependence) is strikingly sim
ilar to that of 8.8 kbar pressure. For CeAl3 the similarity is less pro
nounced. but that could be a consequence of anisotropy of the field depen
dence and the distribution of orientations in the polycrystalline sample (cf. 
data for other orientations in Fig. 11). (For CeAl3 below 0.4K. C increases 
with H [7) but. as noted above. there is some reason to expect an increase 
with P in this region.) These similarities are suggestive. but in the region 
in which they occur C is presumably determined by the superposition of inter
site interactions on a Kondo lattice. and we have not recognized any simple 
rationale for them. By contrast with CeAl3 and CeCu6. both UBe13 and UPt3 
exhibit only a weak dependence of C on H at any temperature. 

Work at Berkeley was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Re
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